Mixed Media
me to write Albion Voice was the realization of how
marginalized the presence of women of colour, and
especially Asian women, are in British pop,’ Bishi says.
She cites two books – Michael Bracewell’s England is
Mine, about how pop is started on the margins, and
Sukhdev Sandhu’s London Calling: How Black and
Asian Writers Imagined a City – as being key texts in her
journey of discovery. When Bishi sings ‘I’m Indian in
skin but English of heart’ on the album’s title song, she’s
embracing a creative friction of her own making.
Albion Voice has some dizzying surprises: Britain’s own
political radical Tony Benn co-wrote the lyrics for ‘Look
the Other Way’ with Bishi, and the exalted Kronos Quartet
(who are recording ‘Dia Ti Maria’ for themselves) play on
‘Gram Chara’, a setting of a poem by Rabindranath Tagore
that is sung as a duet shared by Bishi and her mother
Susmita Bhattacharya, the renowned classical singer and
Tagore interpreter. Texts by such quintessential poets as

MUSIC

Tearing up the rule book
with Zita Swoon Group.

Warato’o

by Narasirato (Smash 004, CD and download)
Not many music lovers are able to make the
journey to the Solomon Islands, so it’s felicitous
that Narasirato have sent out Warato’o from their
South Pacific home to the wider world.
The dozen or so members of the band make
music in the same way as their forebears: by using
what the island provides in abundance – bamboo.
The stalks are hollowed out to make panpipes of
varying pitches, ranging from high breathy notes
to bouncy bass beats. Bamboo is also useful as
a percussion instrument and pieces of varying
lengths are whacked with sticks and in one case –
the thong-o-phone – an old rubber sandal to yield
up their sonic secrets.
Warato’o, which translates as ‘the little seed of
goodness in everything’, is the band’s début album,
coming after 2011’s Tangio Tumas and some
blistering overseas festival dates. It’s a vivacious,
polyrhythm-driven album, with ensemble vocals
led by William Aitakara. There are moments when
an outside reggae offbeat creeps in, but not enough
to unsettle the album. Much of Warato’o is classic
Solomon fare: lullabies such as the oddly lively
‘Romero’ and songs that address cultural concerns.
Narasirato never drop their continuous beats for
long and the album’s all the better for it.

Chaucer and Milton are also used.
Bishi, who has already shared billings with British
folk royalty such as June Tabor and Norma Waterson,
is fascinated by the way that music forges its own links.
‘John Carthy took one of my sitar riffs and started
improvising it on his guitar in a way that was raga-like,’
she says, clearly pleased, and she cites the way that folk
guitarists such as Robbie Basho, John Fahey and Bert
Jansch all found their way into eastern tonalities.
This capacity for cultural shift has proved important for
Bishi’s own thinking. ‘English identity is always changing.
It can’t be one thing, it has to keep on evolving... Chaucer’s
English identity is very different from Milton’s which is in
turn very different from Tony Benn’s.’
Albion Voice, the single, was released last month. The album by the same
name is released on 28 May by Gryphon Records. For a taster listen here:
nin.tl/yLJXv2
bishi.co.uk

Wait for Me

by Zita Swoon Group (Crammed Discs, CRAW 79 CD and download)
In which Belgium’s Zita Swoon Group, a band known for its
inventive blues-based rock, teams up with some of Burkina Faso’s best
musicians and tears up the rule book. There’s some great stuff here
– driving balafon from Mamadou Diabaté Kibié; Cuban percussion
from Amel Serra García; and warm gravelly vocals from Stef Kamil
Carlen. But the star of the show, from the opening ‘Sababu’ (‘The
Reason’) onwards, is the griot Awa Démé, whose vocals simply soar in
a way that reminds you of the roots of the best gospel style.
Wait for Me is more than simply another collaborative album that
pitches industrialized world musicians with those from the South.
There’s a genuine conversation going on and it’s not always pleasant.
‘A Ni Baara’ (‘Greetings to he who Works’) is a sombre event: singing
in Dioula, Démé takes the lines of a man who has left his homeland
for work in the West; Carlen ripostes with details of the hardships
that awaits him. The music’s tones – the fluid balafon, the clashing
percussion – conduct the sadness and the hope that fuels the song to
dramatic and, at times, dissonant effect.
With the Burkina Faso musicians coming from a griot tradition,
poetry is to be expected. Kibié and Démé do not disappoint.
++++LG

zitaswoongroup.be
Narasirato, sending out their sonic
secrets from the South Pacific.
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narasirato.com
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